


“*Miracles at Little No Horse*: Louise Erdrich’s Answer to Sherman Alexie’s *Reservation Blues.*” *North Dakota Quarterly* 70.2 (2003): 151-62. [Library has print copy].


“Posttribal Sunshine in Michael Dorris’ *Cloud Chamber.*” *North Dakota Quarterly* 66.3 (1999): 33-41. [Library has print copy].


Rev. of *The Bird Is Gone*, by Stephen Graham Jones. *North Dakota Quarterly* 71.2 (2004): 177-78. [Library has print copy].


Rev. of *50 Stories and a Piece of Advice*. *Dakota Arts Quarterly* 17 (1983-84): 24-25. [Library has print copy].

Rev. of *Perma Red*, by Debra Magpie Earling. *North Dakota Quarterly* 70.2 (2003): 172-74. [Library has print copy].

Rev. of *The Turn to the Native: Studies in Criticism and Culture*, by Arnold Krupat. *North Dakota History* 64.4 (1997): 32-33. [Library has print copy].

“Spiritual Geography in Four Midwestern Novels.” *Midwest Quarterly* 39.4 (1998): 373-89. [Library has photocopy].


“Writing About Native Americans: The Native and the Non-Native Critic/Author.” *Midwest Quarterly* 42.3 (2001): 320-33. [Library has print copy and manuscript].